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Europe
From the New York Times bestselling author of The
Last Wife of Henry VIII comes a powerful and moving
novel about Catherine of Aragon, Henry VIII's first wife
and mother of Mary I When young Catherine of
Aragon, proud daughter of King Ferdinand and Queen
Isabella, is sent to England to marry the weak Prince
Arthur, she is unprepared for all that awaits her: early
widowhood, the challenge of warfare with the
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invading Scots, and the ultimately futile attempt to
provide the realm with a prince to secure the
succession. She marries Arthur's energetic, athletic
brother Henry, only to encounter fresh obstacles,
chief among them Henry's infatuation with the
alluring but wayward Anne Boleyn. In The Spanish
Queen, bestselling novelist Carolly Erickson allows the
strong-willed, redoubtable Queen Catherine to tell her
own story—a tale that carries her from the scented
gardens of Grenada to the craggy mountains of Wales
to the conflict-ridden Tudor court. Surrounded by
strong partisans among the English, and with the
might of Spanish and imperial arms to defend her,
Catherine soldiers on, until her union with King Henry
is severed and she finds herself discarded—and
tempted to take the most daring step of her life.
Carolly Erickson's historical entertainments continue
to succeed in creating a unique blend of historical
authenticity and page-turning drama.

Henry
The Defence of the Seven Sacraments (in Latin,
Assertio Septem Sacramentorum) is a theological
treatise from 1521, written by King Henry VIII of
England. Henry started to write it in 1519 while he
was reading Martin Luther's attack on indulgences. By
June of that year, he had shown it to Thomas Wolsey,
but it remained private until three years later, when
the earlier manuscript became the first two chapters
of the Assertio, the rest consisting of new material
relating to Luther's De Captivitate Babylonica. It is
believed that Thomas More was involved in the
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composition of the piece. Author J. J. Scarisbrick
describes the work as "one of the most successful
pieces of Catholic polemics produced by the first
generation of anti-Protestant writers." It went through
some twenty editions in the sixteenth century and, as
early as 1522, had appeared in two different German
translations. It was dedicated to Pope Leo X, who
rewarded Henry with the title Fidei Defensor
(Defender of the Faith) in October 1521 (a title
revoked following the king's break with the Catholic
Church in the 1530s, but re-awarded to his heir by the
English Parliament).

Six Wives
A first-hand perspective on Henry VIII’s court and
relationships

Young and Damned and Fair
A stunning new full-length biography of Queen
Catherine of Aragon, Henry VIII's wife of over twenty
years. The first ever written by a female historian and
to concentrate on Catherine as a Tudor woman, rather
than a pawn of in the dynastic power plays of men.

Eliza Rose
Katherine of Aragon, Henry VIII's first bride, has
become an icon: the betrayed wife, the revered
Queen, the devoted mother, a woman callously cast
aside by a selfish husband besotted by his strumpet
of a mistress. Her sister, Juana of Castile, wife of Philip
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of Burgundy and mother of the Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V, the most powerful man in Renaissance
Europe, is still more of a legend. She is 'Juana the
Mad', the wife so passionately in love with her
husband that she could not bear to be parted from
him even by death, keeping his coffin by her side for
year upon year. They were Sister Queens - the
accomplished daughters of Ferdinand and Isabella,
the founders of a unified Spain. A gripping tale of
love, sacrifice, the demands of duty and the conflict
between ambition and loyalty - at a time when even
royal women had to fight for their positions in society
- Julia Fox's vibrant new biography teems with life.
Linked not only by blood but by cruel experience,
their dual stories enrich our understanding of them
both, casting a searchlight onto the turbulent age in
which they lived.

Prince Arthur
The general perception of Katherine Parr is that she
was a provincial nobody with intellectual pretensions
who became queen of England because the king
needed a nurse as his health declined. Yet the real
Katherine Parr was attractive, passionate, ambitious,
and highly intelligent. Thirty-years-old (younger than
Anne Boleyn had been) when she married the king,
she was twice widowed and held hostage by the
northern rebels during the great uprising of 1536-37
known as the Pilgrimage of Grace. Her life had been
dramatic even before she became queen and it would
remain so after Henry's death. She hastily and
secretly married her old flame, the rakish Sir Thomas
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Seymour, and died shortly after giving birth to her
only child in September 1548. Her brief happiness
was undermined by the very public flirtation of her
husband and step-daughter, Princess Elizabeth. She
was one of the most influential and active queen
consorts in English history, and this is her story.

The Last Wife of Henry VIII
First published in 1941, eminent European historian
Garrett Mattingly’s Catherine of Aragon was the first
real biography of the youngest daughter of Ferdinand
and Isabella who married Henry VIII. She loved
England and England loved her from the day she
landed—an outwardly brave, inwardly scared fifteenyear-old—to the day of her death. Henry loved her
longer and more loyally than he ever loved anyone
else, lived in wedded peace with her for eighteen
years, and in uneasy friendship for four more after he
had started proceedings for divorce. She loved Henry
better than anyone else ever did, and found in her
love the courage to oppose him more unflinchingly
than anyone else ever dared to do. The clash of their
formidable wills changed the course of history. This
vivid, dramatic biography, with its smallest detail
resting solidly on painstaking research, discloses a
new English heroine and presents the whole epoch of
Henry VIII in a new light, startlingly revealing and
utterly convincing.

The Divorce of Catherine of Aragon
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The Six Wives Of Henry VIII
The best-selling author of The Last Wife of Henry VIII
presents a tale inspired by the life of Catherine
Howard that traces her early years as a sensual
plaything for a series of lovers and her treasonous
passion for Tom Culpepper before her failure to
produce a son for the king and scandalous allegations
condemn her to death.

Katherine of Aragon, the True Queen
The daughters of a ruthlessly ambitious family, Mary
and Anne Boleyn are sent to the court of Henry VIII to
attract the attention of the king, who first takes Mary
as his mistress, in which role she bears him an
illegitimate son, and then Anne as his wife. Reprint.
250,000 first printing. (A Columbia Pictures film,
written by Peter Morgan, directed by Justin Chadwick,
releasing Fall 2007, starring Natalie Portman, Scarlett
Johansson, Eric Bana, and others) (Historical Fiction)

Henry VIII
Antonia Fraser's bestselling biography of Henry VIII's
six wives; a subject of enduring fascination. The six
wives of Henry VIII - Catherine of Aragon, Anne
Boleyn, Jane Seymour, Anna of Cleves, Katherine
Howard and Catherine Parr - have become defined in
a popular sense not so much by their lives as by the
way these lives ended. But, as Antonia Fraser
conclusively proves, they were rich and feisty
characters. They may have been victims of Henry's
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obsession with a male heir, but they were not willing
victims. On the contrary, they displayed considerable
strength and intelligence at a time when their sex
supposedly possessed little of either.

The Spanish Queen
This eBook edition of "Utopia" has been formatted to
the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Utopia is a work of fiction
and socio-political satire by Thomas More published in
1516 in Latin. The book is a frame narrative primarily
depicting a fictional island society and its religious,
social and political customs. Many aspects of More's
description of Utopia are reminiscent of life in
monasteries.

The Favored Queen
'An outstanding work of historical artistry, a brilliantly
woven and pacy story of the men who surrounded,
influenced and sometimes plagued Henry VIII.' Alison
Weir Henry VIII is well known for his tumultuous
relationships with women, and he is often defined by
his many marriages. But what do we see if we take a
different look? When we see Henry through the men
in his life, a new perspective on this famous king
emerges. Henry's relationships with the men who
surrounded him reveal much about his beliefs,
behaviour and character. They show him to be
capable of fierce, but seldom abiding loyalty; of
raising men only to destroy them later. He loved to be
attended and entertained by boisterous young men
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who shared his passion for sport, but at other times
he was more diverted by men of intellect, culture and
wit. Often trusting and easily led by his male
attendants and advisers during the early years of his
reign, he matured into a profoundly suspicious and
paranoid king whose favour could be suddenly
withdrawn, as many of his later servants found to
their cost. His cruelty and ruthlessness would become
ever more apparent as his reign progressed, but the
tenderness that he displayed towards those he
trusted proves that he was never the one-dimensional
monster that he is often portrayed as. In this
fascinating and often surprising new biography, Tracy
Borman reveals Henry's personality in all its multifaceted, contradictory glory.

Sister Queens
The Spanish are reputed to be amongst Europe's most
voluble people. So why have they kept silent about
the terrors of the Spanish Civil War and the rule of
dictator Generalísimo Francisco Franco? The
appearance - sixty years after that war ended - of
mass graves containing victims of General Franco's
death squads has finally broken what Spaniards call
'the pact of forgetting'. At this charged moment, Giles
Tremlett embarked on a journey around Spain - and
through Spanish history. As well as a moving
exploration of Spanish politics, Tremlett's journey was
also an attempt to make sense of his personal
experience of the Spanish. Why do they dislike
authority figures, but are cowed by a doctor's white
coat? How had women embraced feminism without
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men noticing? What binds gypsies, jails and
flamenco? Why do the Spanish go to plastic surgeons,
donate their organs, visit brothels or take cocaine
more than other Europeans? 'Lively and well-informed
. . . at once a history, a journalistic inquiry and a
travel book.' Sunday Telegraph

UTOPIA
The image of Catherine of Aragon has always suffered
in comparison to the heir-providing Jane Seymour or
the vivacious eroticism of Anne Boleyn. But when
Henry VIII married Catherine, she was an auburnhaired beauty in her twenties with a passion she had
inherited from her parents, Isabella and Ferdinand,
the joint-rulers of Spain who had driven the Moors
from their country.This daughter of conquistadors
showed the same steel and sense of command when
organising the defeat of the Scots at the Battle of
Flodden and Henry was to learn, to his cost, that he
had not met a tougher opponent on or off the
battlefield when he tried to divorce her.Henry VIII
introduced four remarkable women into the
tumultuous flow of England's history: Catherine of
Aragon and her daughter 'Bloody' Queen Mary; and
Anne Boleyn and her daughter, the Virgin Queen
Elizabeth. 'From this contest, between two mothers
and two daughters, was born the religious passion
and violence that inflamed England for centuries,'
says David Starkey. Reformation, revolution and
Tudor history would all have been vastly different
without Catherine of Aragon.Giles Tremlett's new
biography is the first in more than four decades to be
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dedicated entirely and uniquely to the tenacious
woman whose marriage lasted twice as long as those
of Henry's five other wives put together. It draws on
fresh material from Spain to trace the dramatic
events of her life through Catherine of Aragon's own
eyes.'Enthralling biography . . . this lively and richly
detailed book . . . describing the queen's fierce battle
to retain her crown, Tremlett brilliantly breathes life
into the shadowy figure of a stubborn and finally
heroic woman.'Daily Telegraph

The Six Wives of Henry VIII
The authors bring fresh approaches to the subject of
royal and noble households in medieval and early
modern Europe with a focus on the nuclear and
extended royal family, their household attendants,
noblemen and noblewomen as courtiers, and
physicians.

The Other Boleyn Girl (Movie Tie-In)
A new appraisal of the first Tudor queen offers a
detailed portrait of the daughter of Henry VIII and his
Spanish wife, Catherine of Aragon, exploring her
religious faith and policies, as well as her historical
significance in English history.

Catherine of Aragon
'Margaret, I have to tell you. There was a curse.'
Elizabeth, my cousin, puts her hand in mine and I can
feel her tremble. 'What curse?' 'It was that whoever
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took my brothers from the Tower, whoever put my
brothers to death should die for it.' From the Number
One bestselling author of THE WHITE QUEENcomes
the riveting story of Margaret Pole, cousin of Elizabeth
of York, and her unique view of Henry VIII's terrifying
rise to power in Tudor England. As an heir to the
Plantagenets, Margaret is seen by the King's mother
(THE RED QUEEN) as a powerful threat to the Tudor
claim to the throne. She is buried in marriage to a
Tudor supporter - Sir Richard Pole, governor of Wales
- and becomes guardian to Arthur, the young Prince of
Wales, and his beautiful bride, Katherine of Aragon.
But Margaret's destiny, as cousin to the queen (THE
WHITE PRINCESS), is not for a life in the shadows.
Tragedy throws her into poverty and only a royal
death restores her to her place at young Henry VIII's
court where she becomes chief lady-in-waiting to
Queen Katherine. There she watches the dominance
of the Spanish queen over her husband and her tragic
decline. Amid the rapid deterioration of the Tudor
court, Margaret must choose whether her allegiance
is to the increasingly tyrannical Henry VIII or to her
beloved queen. Caught between the old and the new,
Margaret must find her own way, concealing deep
within her the knowledge that an old curse cast upon
all the Tudors is slowly coming true

The Unfaithful Queen
A major biography of the queen who transformed
Spain into a principal global power, and sponsored the
voyage that would open the New World. In 1474,
when Castile was the largest, strongest, and most
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populous kingdom in Hispania (present day Spain and
Portugal), a twenty-three-year-old woman named
Isabella ascended the throne. At a time when
successful queens regnant were few and far between,
Isabella faced not only the considerable challenge of
being a young, female ruler in an overwhelmingly
male-dominated world, but also of reforming a major
European kingdom riddled with crime, debt,
corruption, and religious factionism. Her marriage to
Ferdinand of Aragon united two kingdoms, a royal
partnership in which Isabella more than held her own.
Their pivotal reign was long and transformative,
uniting Spain and setting the stage for its golden era
of global dominance. Acclaimed historian Giles
Tremlett chronicles the life of Isabella of Castile as
she led her country out of the murky Middle Ages and
harnessed the newest ideas and tools of the early
Renaissance to turn her ill-disciplined, quarrelsome
nation into a sharper, truly modern state with a
powerful, clear-minded, and ambitious monarch at its
center. With authority and insight he relates the story
of this legendary, if controversial, first initiate in a
small club of great European queens that includes
Elizabeth I of England, Russia's Catherine the Great,
and Britain's Queen Victoria.

Inside the Tudor Court
Spanish princess Katherine of Aragon, after being
widowed from the future King of England, marries his
brother and shares a happy marriage that is
overshadowed by her failure to bear a healthy son
and the king's growing obsession with another
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woman.

The Six Wives and Many Mistresses of
Henry VIII
A “brilliantly written and meticulously researched”
biography of royal family life during England’s second
Tudor monarch (San Francisco Chronicle). Either
annulled, executed, died in childbirth, or widowed,
these were the well-known fates of the six queens
during the tempestuous, bloody, and splendid reign of
Henry VIII of England from 1509 to 1547. But in this
“exquisite treatment, sure to become a classic”
(Booklist), they take on more fully realized flesh and
blood than ever before. Katherine of Aragon emerges
as a staunch though misguided woman of principle;
Anne Boleyn, an ambitious adventuress with a
penchant for vengeance; Jane Seymour, a strongminded matriarch in the making; Anne of Cleves, a
good-natured woman who jumped at the chance of
independence; Katherine Howard, an empty-headed
wanton; and Katherine Parr, a warm-blooded
bluestocking who survived King Henry to marry a
fourth time. “Combin[ing] the accessibility of a
popular history with the highest standards of a
scholarly thesis”, Alison Weir draws on the entire
labyrinth of Tudor history, employing every known
archive—early biographies, letters, memoirs, account
books, and diplomatic reports—to bring vividly to life
the fates of the six queens, the machinations of the
monarch they married and the myriad and
ceaselessly plotting courtiers in their intimate circle
(The Detroit News). In this extraordinary work of
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sound and brilliant scholarship, “at last we have the
truth about Henry VIII’s wives” (Evening Standard).

Isabella of Castile
For fans of Wolf Hall, Alison Weir’s New York Times
bestselling biography of Henry VIII brilliantly brings to
life the king, the court, and the fascinating men and
women who vied for its pleasures and rewards.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Alison
Weir’s Mary Boleyn. Henry VIII, renowned for his
command of power, celebrated for his intellect,
presided over the most stylish—and dangerous—court
in Renaissance Europe. Scheming cardinals vied for
power with newly rich landowners and merchants,
brilliant painters and architects introduced a new
splendor into art and design, and each of Henry's six
queens brought her own influence to bear upon the
life of the court. In her new book, Alison Weir, author
of the finest royal chronicles of our time, brings to
vibrant life the turbulent, complex figure of Henry VIII
and the glittering court he made his own. In an age
when a monarch's domestic and political lives were
inextricably intertwined, a king as powerful and
brilliant as Henry VIII exercised enormous sway over
the laws, the customs, and the culture of his kingdom.
Yet as Weir shows in this swift, vivid narrative,
Henry's ministers, nobles, and wives were formidable
figures in their own right, whose influence both
enhanced and undermined the authority of the
throne. On a grand stage rich in pageantry, intrigue,
passion, and luxury, Weir records the many complex
human dramas that swirled around Henry, while
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deftly weaving in an account of the intimate rituals
and desires of England's ruling class—their sexual
practices, feasts and sports, tastes in books and
music, houses and gardens. Stimulating and
tumultuous, the court of Henry VIII attracted the finest
minds and greatest beauties in Renaissance
England—poets Wyatt and Surrey, the great
portraitist Hans Holbein, "feasting ladies" like
Elizabeth Blount and Elizabeth FitzWalter, the newly
rich Boleyn family and the ancient aristocratic clans
like the Howards and the Percies, along with the
entourages and connections that came and went with
each successive wife. The interactions between these
individuals, and the terrible ends that befell so many
of them, make Henry VIII: The King and His Court an
absolutely spellbinding read. Meticulous in historic
detail, narrated with high style and grand drama,
Alison Weir brilliantly brings to life the king, the court,
and the fascinating men and women who vied for its
pleasures and rewards. NOTE: This edition does not
contain illustrations.

Catherine of Aragon
Describes the life of the youngest child of Ferdinand
and Isabella of Spain, whose refusal to divorce
England's Henry VIII put her in the center of one
history's greatest power struggles between the King
and the Catholic Church.

The Constant Princess
For the first time in paperback—all three of Jean
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Plaidy’s Katharine of Aragon novels in one volume.
Legendary historical novelist Jean Plaidy begins her
tales of Henry VIII’s queens with the story of his first
wife, the Spanish princess Katharine of Aragon. As a
teenager, Katharine leaves her beloved Spain, land of
olive groves and soaring cathedrals, for the drab,
rainy island of England. There she is married to the
king’s eldest son, Arthur, a sickly boy who dies six
months after the wedding. Katharine is left a widow
who was never truly a wife, lonely in a strange land,
with a very bleak future. Her only hope of escape is to
marry the king’s second son, Prince Henry, now heir
to the throne. Tall, athletic, handsome, a lover of
poetry and music, Henry is all that Katharine could
want in a husband. But their first son dies and, after
many more pregnancies, only one child survives, a
daughter. Disappointed by his lack of an heir, Henry’s
eye wanders, and he becomes enamored of another
woman—a country nobleman’s daughter named Anne
Boleyn. When Henry begins searching for ways to put
aside his loyal first wife, Katharine must fight to
remain Queen of England and to keep the husband
she once loved so dearly.

Ghosts of Spain
Courageous, romantic, intelligent: Catherine Parr
became the sixth wife of Henry VIII and her story, as
Carolly Erickson recreates it, is riveting drama

Katharine of Aragon
The tragic story of Henry VIII’s first unfortunate wife
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from an acknowledged expert of Spanish and Tudor
history.

Katharine of Aragon
The captivating debut children's novel from popular
television historian Lucy Worsley is an exciting and
charming glimpse behind the scenes of the Tudor
court. I would often wonder about my future husband.
A knight? A duke? A stable boy?Of course the last was
just a wicked fancy.Eliza Rose Camperdowne is young
and headstrong, but she knows her duty well. As the
only daughter of a noble family, she must one day
marry a man who is very grand and very rich.But Fate
has other plans. When Eliza becomes a maid of
honour, she's drawn into the thrilling, treacherous
court of Henry the Eighth Is her glamorous cousin
Katherine Howard a friend or a rival? And can a girl
choose her own destiny in a world ruled by men?

Henry VIII and the Men Who Made Him
A stunning new full-length biography of Queen
Catherine of Aragon, Henry VIII's wife of over twenty
years. The first ever written by a female historian and
to concentrate on Catherine as a Tudor woman, rather
than a pawn of in the dynastic power plays of men.

Game of Queens
Henry VIII.
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Smithfield, settled on the fringes of Roman London,
was once a place of revelry. Jesters and crowds
flocked for the medieval St Bartholomew's Day
celebrations, tournaments were plentiful and it
became the location of London's most famous meat
market. Yet in Tudor England, Smithfield had another,
more sinister use: the public execution of heretics.
The Burning Time is a vivid insight into an era in
which what was orthodoxy one year might be
dangerous heresy the next. The first martyrs were
Catholics, who cleaved to Rome in defiance of Henry
VIII's break with the papacy. But with the accession of
Henry's daughter Mary - soon to be nicknamed
'Bloody Mary' - the charge of heresy was leveled
against devout Protestants, who chose to burn rather
than recant. At the center of Virginia Rounding's vivid
account of this extraordinary period are two very
different characters. The first is Richard Rich, Thomas
Cromwell's protégé, who, almost uniquely, remained
in a position of great power, influence and wealth
under three Tudor monarchs, and who helped send
many devout men and women to their deaths. The
second is John Deane, Rector of St Bartholomew's,
who was able, somehow, to navigate the treacherous
waters of changing dogma and help others to survive.
The Burning Time is their story, but it is also the story
of the hundreds of men and women who were put to
the fire for their faith.

Catherine of Aragon
For a King renowned for his love life, Henry VIII has
traditionally been depicted as something of a prude,
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but the story may have been different for the women
who shared his bed. How did they take the leap from
courtier to lover, to wife? What was Henry really like
as a lover? Henry's women were uniquely placed to
experience the tension between his chivalric ideals
and the lusts of the handsome, tall, athletic king; his
first marriage, to Catherine of Aragon, was on one
level a fairy-tale romance, but his affairs with Anne
Stafford, Elizabeth Carew and Jane Popincourt
undermined it early on. Later, his more established
mistresses, Bessie Blount and Mary Boleyn, risked
their good names by bearing him illegitimate children.
Typical of his time, Henry did not see that casual
liaisons might threaten his marriage, until he met the
one woman who held him at arm's length. The arrival
of Anne Boleyn changed everything. Her seductive
eyes helped rewrite history. After their passionate
marriage turned sour, the king rapidly remarried to
Jane Seymour. Henry was a man of great appetites,
ready to move heaven and earth for a woman he
desired; Licence readdresses the experiences of his
wives and mistresses in this frank, modern take on
the affairs of his heart. What was it really like to be
Mrs Henry VIII?

Defence of the Seven Sacraments
An evocative historical novel chronicles the life of
Henry VIII's first wife, Katharine of Aragon, from her
early days in England after being sent from Spain to
marry Henry's sickly older brother, through her
subsequent marriage to Henry, to the divorce that
ignited a storm of controversy that changed history.
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Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

Mary I
From The New York Times bestselling author of The
Last Wife of Henry VIII comes a powerful and moving
novel about Jane Seymour, third wife of Henry VIII,
who married him only days after the execution of
Anne Boleyn and ultimately lost her own life in giving
him the son he badly needed to guarantee the Tudor
succession Born into an ambitious noble family, young
Jane Seymour is sent to Court as a Maid of Honor to
Catherine of Aragon, Henry VIII's aging queen. She is
devoted to her mistress and watches with empathy as
the calculating Anne Boleyn contrives to supplant her
as queen. Anne's single-minded intriguing threatens
all who stand in her way; she does not hesitate to
arrange the murder of a woman who knows a secret
so dark that, if revealed, would make it impossible for
the king to marry Anne. Once Anne becomes queen,
no one at court is safe, and Jane herself becomes the
victim of Anne's venomous rage when she suspects
Jane has become the object of the king's lust. Henry,
fearing that Anne's inability to give him a son is a sign
of divine wrath, asks Jane to become his next queen.
Deeply reluctant to embark on such a dangerous
course, Jane must choose between her heart and her
loyalty to the king. Acclaimed biographer and
bestselling novelist Carolly Erickson weaves another
of her irresistible historical entertainments about the
queen who finally gave Henry VIII his longed for heir,
set against the excitement and danger of the Tudor
Court.
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The King's Curse
Written with an exciting combination of narrative flair
and historical authority, this interpretation of the
tragic life of Catherine Howard, fifth wife of Henry VIII,
breaks new ground in our understanding of the very
young woman who became queen at a time of
unprecedented social and political tension and whose
terrible errors in judgment quickly led her to the
executioner’s block. On the morning of July 28, 1540,
as King Henry’s VIII’s former confidante Thomas
Cromwell was being led to his execution, a teenager
named Catherine Howard began her reign as queen of
a country simmering with rebellion and terrifying
uncertainty. Sixteen months later, the king’s fifth wife
would follow her cousin Anne Boleyn to the scaffold,
having been convicted of adultery and high treason.
The broad outlines of Catherine’s career might be
familiar, but her story up until now has been
incomplete. Unlike previous accounts of her life,
which portray her as a naïve victim of an ambitious
family, this compelling and authoritative biography
will shed new light on Catherine Howard’s rise and
downfall by reexamining her motives and showing her
in her context, a milieu that goes beyond her family
and the influential men of the court to include the
aristocrats and, most critically, the servants who
surrounded her and who, in the end, conspired
against her. By illuminating Catherine's entwined
upstairs/downstairs worlds as well as societal tensions
beyond the palace walls, the author offers a
fascinating portrayal of court life in the sixteenth
century and a fresh analysis of the forces beyond
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Catherine’s control that led to her execution—from
diplomatic pressure and international politics to the
long-festering resentments against the queen’s
household at court. Including a forgotten text of
Catherine’s confession in her own words, color
illustrations, family tree, map, and extensive notes,
Young and Damned and Fair changes our
understanding of one of history’s most famous
women while telling the compelling and very human
story of complex individuals attempting to survive in a
dangerous age.

The Burning Time
The highly-anticipated biography of Henry VIII. The
significance of his reign is, at times, overshadowed by
his six marriages. This book, however, will look
beyond the marriages to explore the man, his
obsessions, his life and his legacy.

Catherine of Aragon
"Sarah Gristwood has written a masterpiece that
effortlessly and enthrallingly interweaves the amazing
stories of women who ruled in Europe during the
Renaissance period."--Alison Weir Sixteenth-century
Europe saw an explosion of female rule. From Isabella
of Castile, and her granddaughter Mary Tudor, to
Catherine de Medici, Anne Boleyn, and Elizabeth
Tudor, these women wielded enormous power over
their territories, shaping the course of European
history for over a century. Across boundaries and
generations, these royal women were mothers and
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daughters, mentors and protégées, allies and
enemies. For the first time, Europe saw a sisterhood
of queens who would not be equaled until modern
times. A fascinating group biography and a thrilling
political epic, Game of Queens explores the lives of
some of the most beloved (and reviled) queens in
history.

Katherine the Queen
"Catherine of Aragon, the pious Spanish Catholic who
suffered years of miscarriages and failed to produce a
male heir; Anne Boleyn, the pretty, clever, Frencheducated 'Protestant' whose marriage to Henry
changed England forever; Jane Seymour, the demure
and submissive contrast to Anne's radical and
vampish style; Anne of Cleves, 'the Mare of Flanders'
whose short marriage to the over-weight Henry
followed a farcical 'beauty contest'; Catherine
Howard, the flirtatious teenager whose adulteries
made a fool of the ageing King; Catherine Parr, the
shrewd, religiously radical bluestocking who outlived
him In this dazzling study, David Starkey gives a
richly textured picture of daily life at the Tudor Court
from the woman's point of view. Above all, he
establishes the interaction of the private and public,
and demonstrates how the Queens of Henry VIII were
central in determining political policy."

Catherine of Aragon
A fictional portrait of Henry VIII's first wife, Katherine
of Aragon, follows her through her youthful marriage
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to Henry's older brother, Arthur, her widowhood, her
marriage to Henry, and the divorce that led to Henry's
marriage to Anne Boleyn.

Royal and Elite Households in Medieval
and Early Modern Europe
Katharine of Aragon
The untold story of Henry VIII's elder brother, the
Tudor king who never was.
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